Our article analyses the mode of assistance to the blind in Algeria from the beginning of the 20th century until the Declaration of Independence of the country (1962). If Muslim blinds face discriminatory practices, all the blind -French citizens and subjects -are victims of unequal treatment because they are not entitled to the social measures granted to the blind in metropolitan France. Nevertheless, during the first decades of the 20th century many actors travel between metropolitan France and the Algerian colony and introduce on the Algerian territory innovating practices developed in France (Braille schools for the blind, eye clinics, promotion of manual work). They thus disrupt traditional practices of assistance to the blind, which are intrinsically related to Islam. Moreover, we want to underline the agency of the blind in the context of colonial Algeria, since blind association leaders take part in the colonial policy making of assistance to the blind. From the 1930's, they start to claim the equality of rights of the blind of Algeria with those of metropolitan France. This research allows to reflect on the construction of the citizenship of the blind in a colonial context. Key words : colonialism, disability, Algeria, blind, rights, history Notre article analyse le régime de prise en charge des aveugles en Algérie, du début du XX e siècle jusqu'à la déclaration d'indépendance du pays (1962). Si les aveugles musulmans sont l'objet de pratiques discriminatoires, tous les aveugles -citoyens et sujets français -sont victimes d'un traitement inégalitaire car ils ne bénéficient pas des mesures de protection sociale accordées aux aveugles de la métropole. Néanmoins, de nombreux acteurs circulent entre la métropole et la colonie algérienne dès les premières décennies du XX e siècle, et insèrent sur le territoire algérien des pratiques innovantes développées dans la métropole (écoles spécialisées d'enseignement du Braille, dispensaire ophtalmologique, promotion des activités professionnelles manuelles). Ils bouleversent ainsi des pratiques traditionnelles d'assistance aux aveugles, dont certaines sont intrinséquement liées à l'Islam. De plus, nous tenons à souligner la capacité d'action autonome des aveugles dans le contexte de l'Algérie colonisée, puisque les dirigeants associatifs aveugles participent largement à la construction de la politique coloniale d'assistance aux aveugles. Dès les années 1930, des revendications émergent en faveur de l'égalité des droits des aveugles d'Algérie avec ceux de la métropole française. Cette recherche permet de réfléchir à la construction de la citoyenneté des aveugles dans un contexte colonial.
For more than a decade, Western sociologists have been interested in the life experience of disabled people in Southern countries and have shown an increasing interest in colonialism and its consequences. Shaun Grech attempts to analyse links between colonialism and disability using existing historical research in Latin America, Africa and Asia. In so doing, he standardizes colonial experiences and draws a uniform picture of the negative consequences of colonisation on disabled people (the role of the Christian mission in disparaging non-Christian beliefs; physical violence and mutilations as instruments of colonial punishment; monetary value attributed to the enslaved body; the role of Western medical professionals in imposing a new way of understanding the disabled body; the role of medical experiments on the body) (Grech, 2015) . The author rightly points out that Western historians working on disability overlook the study of the colonial context and that it is absolutely necessary to understand how colonised people understood disability and dealt with disabled people. (Grech, 2015, p. 12) .
Studies from first hand sources of information on disabled people during the colonial period are very rare. In his article on the Cyrene mission and the representation of physical disability in colonised Zimbabwe, Patrick Devlieger notes that in the colonial context, assistance to disabled people fit perfectly with the civilising mission put forward by Anglican religious figures. He also points out the importance of the Christian conversion of children assisted by the Anglican mission (Devlieger, 1998, p. 721) . In their article on disability in the Belgian Congo, Pieter Verstraete, Evelyne Verhaegen and Marc Depaepe emphasise the mutilations inflicted on workers unable to bring back enough rubber, on the absence of educational policies for disabled people before independence and on the fact that in their speeches, colonists considered all black natives as mentally retarded people (Verstraete, Verhaegen, Depaepe, 2016) .
The history of the blind in Africa and the Middle-East remains practically unexplored; only one article focuses on blind people's activism in Kenya (Gebrekidan, 2012) , and one chapter of Sara Scalenghe's book is about blindness in the Arab Ottoman Empire (Scalenghe, 2014, p. 52-86) .
Our intention here is to offer a more nuanced picture, based on empirical research in several archives, of the care provided to blind people in Algeria during the first half of the 20th century. It is necessary to do this from a colonial perspective, taking into account the multiple exchanges within the empire (actors, materials, ideas) between metropolitan France and Algeria. Algeria occupied a very special place within the French Empire, given that the Algerian territory had been legally integrated into the French territory since the first half of the 19th century. Even though Algeria was divided into three French administrative counties ("département" in French) of Oranie, Algérois, and Constantinois, it was nonetheless a colony with a different legal system from the one in metropolitan France. Moreover, French citizens in metropolitan France and in Algeria were not treated equally, since the latter did not immediately benefit from the achievements of social legislation adopted in metropolitan France (Lekeal, 2014) .
The comparison of the colonies with the country that colonised them « raises questions about the specificity of the colonial context while shedding light on the contradictions and ambivalences of policies implemented in the colonising countries » (Singaravélou, 2013, p. 21 ). This comparison is all the more useful, since laws on assistance to the blind adopted in metropolitan France were not de facto applied in the Algerian colony.
Colonialism is defined as « a political system that encourages the development and use of territories in the interests of the colonising country » 2 . Colonisation is above all a brutal process of expropriation and generalised impoverishment of the indigenous population. A 2 « Colonialisme », in Dictionnaire culturel en langue française, sous la direction d'Alain Rey, Le Robert, p.
1662.
political, military and legal administration is established aimed at organising the exploitation of this territory. This administration tries to set up institutions inspired by the institutions of the colonising country, while adapting them to local cultural and economic specificities. In Algeria, the legal system differentiated between French citizens and colonial subjects (generally qualified as "natives" or "Muslims"), who had fewer rights because they were deprived of their citizenship and subject to indigenous law. This difference appeared primarily as the « practical consequence of the existence of legal systems peculiar to colonies » (Saada, 2003, p. 18) . Therefore, French citizens living in Algeria, a demographic minority, dominated the political, economic and social spheres (Thénault, 2014, p. 165) . The colonial subject remained « a French subject who was not a citizen » (Saada, 2003, p. 17) . We should be careful, however, in considering the two groups (French citizens and subjects) as completely divided, since there was considerable heterogeneity within each group, frequent interactions between the two, and possibilities for some individuals to cross the boundary from one group to the other (Surun, 2012, p. 23) . Moreover, there were many descendents of Spanish and
Italian emigrants in Algeria, the majority of whom were French citizens. For convenience, we will use the term "French people living in Algeria" or "Algerian Europeans" in this article to describe French people of European origin, non-Muslims, living in Algeria (including Jews, who obtained French citizenship as a result of the Crémieux decree no. 136 in 1870) and the term "Algerian Muslims" to describe Muslim colonial subjects. Moreover, in May 1946, the Lamine Guèye law abolished the difference between subjects and citizens. From then on, Algerian Muslims were considered as citizens with full rights.
The major drawback of existing work on disability and colonialism is that it portrays disabled people as marginalised and passive, as potential beneficiaries of assistance policies created during the colonial period, but never as actors of these policies. Yet, minority studies have clearly demonstrated that in any colonial situation, subordinate populations always have scope for autonomous political action (agency) and can therefore think and act differently from what is expected of them by colonial authorities and local elites (Merle, 2004, p. 141) . It is thus important to study political action developed by the blind in Algeria, who had fewer rights than blind citizens in metropolitan France. The citizenship of these blind people needs to be examined because it was not dependent solely on their status and on decisions of the State. Indeed, it was the construction of multiple actors (the State, institutions, citizens and non-citizens), and had multiple forms (Neveu, 2005, p. 168) . Therefore, it is also necessary to examine the claims and disputes related to citizenship, as well as all forms of social participation aimed at achieving more egalitarian social relationships.
Finally, we should not limit ourselves to writing the history of French institutions and of Muslim actors who are « acculturated in the context of French (Western) values 3 » (Djerbal, 2014, p. 219) . The historian should reconstruct as much as possible the way indigenous actors thought and acted, as well as the multiple ways they resisted. Moreover, it is necessary to go beyond the idea of a dichotomy between "French" and "traditional" ways by taking into account the new community and collective forms that appeared during the colonial period, which « were anything but the survival of tradition » (Djerbal, 2014, p. 228 ).
Our period of study stretches from the beginning of the 20th century, at a time when assistance policies to the blind in metropolitan France started to have an influence on policies of colonised Algeria, up until the Declaration of Independence of Algeria (1962) . To carry out this study, we have used a large corpus of documents, including French colonial archives (Aix, Algiers), archives of the Valentin Haüy association, of the National Institute for Blind Youth in Paris and the colonial press. Nevertheless, these sources do not allow us to give a 3 The notion of "French (Western) values" deserves to be nuanced, because there are diverse assistance schemes in metropolitan France, which are partially interrelated to those developed abroad (especially in European countries and North America as far as blindness is concerned) and which change over time. Even though these "French" methods are heterogeneous, they share common elements (Braille teaching, manual trade education, etc.) and are different from assistance schemes that exist in Algeria and are strongly influenced by the Muslim religion.
complete picture of the situation of blind foreigners living in Algeria who chose not to apply for French citizenship.
1. The disruption of traditional practices of assistance to the blind (Beginning of the 20 th century-1946).
At the beginning of the 20 th century, Dr Edmond Bruch, honorary director of the Medical School of Algiers, coordinated an investigation on blindness in Algeria. It identified 9889 blind persons in the territory, the vast majority of whom (9308) were indigenous people, with 581 Europeans and an overrepresentation of men (83%) 4 . This doctor considered that the percentage of blind people was three times higher in Algeria than in metropolitan France. This situation was due in particular to the high number of eye diseases affecting the population (trachoma, conjunctivitis, etc.). A few decades later, administration and association leaders estimated there were 20,000 blind people in the territory in 1951 5 . The number of people identified as blinded in war was very small at that time (90).
As early as the first decades of the 20th century, many people travelled between metropolitan France and the Algerian colony, and they integrated innovative practices developed in France into the Algerian territory (Braille schools for the blind, eye clinics, promotion of manual trades). They disrupted the usual traditional practices of assistance to the blind, some of which were intrinsically related to Islam.
Traditional Practices of Assistance to the Blind.
At the beginning of the 20th century, there was a variety of traditional perceptions of blindness in North African countries. Blindness was sometimes perceived as a family curse, Families and religious communities traditionally provided economic assistance to the blind. In the community, the zakât was a social tax with purifying virtues aimed at supporting the poor and those in need in the community, and blind people benefited from it. In Muslim countries of North Africa, blind people often got resources from a number of Zaouïa or habous (religious charity foundation). In the same way, blind Jews received the tzedaka (alms 6 This is the case for Makiouba Yahia, a blind man, married and father of a child of 11 years old, who comes to the Institute for the Working Blind (Institut des aveugles laborieux) in Algiers. « Procès verbal de la séance du 30 septembre 1938 », Bulletin municipal officiel de la ville d 'Alger, Algiers, 1938, p. 390-391. to the poor), which could be given in different ways (money, loans, job offer, etc. During the colonial period in Algeria, no hospital was specifically dedicated to the blind, but many poor blind people were accommodated and shut up in homes for elderly people and the disabled, as in Douéra.
Until the end of the 1940s, because of the very limited involvement of public authorities, the number of institutions founded on the model of French institutions (special schools, professional workshops, eye clinics, hospitals) was still low compared to the needs.
Association members, who had set up those institutions, sometimes described them as "modern" since they were based on French knowledge, methods and equipment.
However, a number of actors wondered about the necessity of adapting the model of At the same time, there was noticeable reinforcement of certain community systems of assistance, promoted by the French administration or French citizens who were members of the AVH. Thus, the State gave subsidies to Muslim charity offices, which were organisations created by the French administration to organise assistance to the Muslim population and composed of a majority of Muslims. These offices were responsible for providing direct aid and for managing the running of shelters, workrooms, infirmaries, and efficient stoves. 1910s there were 27 charity offices of this type in the Algerian territory (Mirante, 1930, p. 33 In Bône, the local committee of the AVH created a Muslim sub-committee in order to organise an assistance policy in their favour. The emissaries of the Association considered this sub-committee as a good solution: « since it is impossible to provide help to indigenous people in the same way and to the same extent as Europeans, a Muslim sub-committee with a special budget seemed a good idea, all the more so as it was the only way to urge rich Muslims to offer their contribution » 22 . Setting up a different type of assistance for blind
Muslims was therefore necessary, given that there was no plan to provide equal assistance to blind "Europeans" and "Muslims" in the future. It allowed maintaining a good relationship between the different faiths, by giving Muslim elites an important role to play and by encouraging them to demonstrate charity and to organise the assistance for their coreligionists.
3. The Legitimisation of New Actors in the Field of Blindness.
Setting up assistance policies for the blind based on French institutional models was accompanied by the legitimisation of new actors in the field of blindness in Algeria. The actions of these European actors also changed the attributes used by blind people in identifying themselves as blind to local society in order to access a variety of symbolic goods (Cavalheiro, 2012 following the adoption of a new law which authorized the use of white canes. The blind who received them used these new attributes of blindness (white canes, black glasses) to ask for charitable donations in the streets or to obtain other benefits (priority in public transport, etc.).
But other blind people quickly gave them up, preferring the large shepherd's crook they normally used 29 , or the help of a child to guide them.
4. A Service Intended Primarily for Europeans?
The primary objective of medical care and educational services supported by colonial authorities was to help Europeans. It was possible to notice a high number of educational and health institutions for the blind in large cities (Algiers, Oran, Constantine, Bône, Philippeville)
where Europeans living in Algeria still represented the majority of the inhabitants during the first decade of the 20th century (Thénault, 2014, p. 179) . The residual services offered to "Muslims" represented a "civilising mission" which legitimated the colonial power. Christianity. The very low number of Muslim girls going to school was due to multiple factors such as the absence of a legal obligation to send them to school, the fact that some Muslim parents were reluctant to send their children to a French school and the poverty of some families (Seferdjeli, 2014, p. 362 This explicitly describes the mechanisms of educational policy pursued by associations for the blind in Algeria, and which generally conformed to the desires of colonial authorities. We note that during the colonial period, some blind Muslims commonly begged and this reinforced the perception of blind Muslims as incompetent persons. However, the Algerian indigenous code forbade the disabled, under penalty of a breach of regulations, to beg outside the douar (village), unless it was authorised (LeCour Grandmaison, 2010).
5. The Cautious Development of the Rights of Blind People in Algeria in a Repressive

Colonial Context (1920-1946).
In Algeria, the war blind were given a disability pension equal to the pension of the war blind in metropolitan France (art. 73 of the law of 31 March 1919). In contrast, all blind civilians in Algeria were subject to unequal treatment, because French social legislation on assistance to the blind was not applied in the Algerian territory. On 14 July 1905 a law on the mandatory assistance of elderly people, the disabled and incurable people with no resources was passed and granted them the right to a monthly benefit allowance or to a place in a home for people without resources or in a specialised institution. This law did not apply to blind foreign people living on French territory unless a bilateral agreement was reached, however 36 Ibid.
blind French subjects living in metropolitan France could apparently benefit from it. As early as 1907, the Ministry of Home Affairs planned to enforce this law in the Algerian territory but it was then cancelled by the Senate in 1911, because of the financial consequences it would engender. Nevertheless, assistance measures to elderly people and poor disabled people were put in place in the Algerian territory from the first decade of the 20th century by means of home assistance of a very small amount or hospitalisation in a home for people without resources. This aid was left to the generosity of the municipalities and they generally decided to limit the number of beneficiaries of this assistance for economic reasons. Therefore, there was no "right" to benefit from it, including for French citizens, but it was given to many people. In 1911, 3167 Europeans were given home assistance and 980 were placed in homes for people without resources 37 .
In Following the example of social law in general, legislation on assistance to blind people was only applicable de facto in metropolitan France. For this reason, blind French citizens found themselves in a similar situation to blind colonial subjects: they were not "entitled" to public welfare and consequently could not benefit from the allowance increase mentioned in the Lambert Law. (Gallissot, 1999) . It is consequently useful to look at the different types of « protests in a coercive context », at self-censorship related to protests (Siméant, 2013) and at the alliance strategies implemented to promote their claims.
Colonial authorities expected the associations to thank them for their support and generosity even though the amount of the subsidy they gave was small. Some associations showed much respect for public authorities and did not criticise their lack of action on the subject. One of them was the North-African Association for the Education of the Blind, a charity organisation connected to the AVH network. The members of the administrative board of the North-African Association were nearly all sighted French people living in Algeria. The association was presided over by Rodolphe Rey (1927 Rey ( -1943 Over a forty year period, from the beginning of the 20th century until the 1940s, institutions in charge of assisting the blind, modelled on French institutions, were created and became permanent in the Algerian territory. Even though their actions were very low-keyed, they disrupted traditional practices of aid to the blind, because they represented "modern" practices of assistance. The other element to consider was the very unequal treatment of blind people in Algeria, since assistance policies developed in France were not immediately applied 45 Federal Union of the Blind of Algeria, 1st Congress held in Algiers, 8, 9, 10, 11 June 1933, under there. The associations of blind people which were created during this period cautiously and sporadically promoted the rights of blind people in Algeria. the French administration of being obliged to cover greater expenses since blind people could come to France and receive much higher disability pensions 59 .
"Ostracised
On multiple occasions, colonial civil servants were challenged by MPs and political leaders supporting the cause of blind people in Algeria and had to provide convoluted arguments to justify the inequality of French social policy. The first reason mentioned in administrative documents was the absence of financial resources to face such an expense,
given the high number of blind people in need of support. Among an estimated 20 000 blind persons living in the territory in 1950, almost all of them were likely to qualify for a basic pension, but only some of them (whose numbers were a subject of intense debate) could benefit from the assistance of a third party, and more than a thousand blind workers were likely to receive an additional allowance allocated to the working blind. In total, the administration estimated that the annual expenditure related to the implementation of the laws Taking into account the financial consequences of this law, the administration therefore noted that the implementation of the provisions of the law of 2 August 1949 should be done « in stages in order to match assistance expenses to resources » 60 . This way, it would follow the general guidelines relating to metropolitan France's social laws as applied to the Algerian territory, that is to say, laws should not be fully and immediately implemented in the Algerian territory but on the contrary this transposition should be done in stages (Lekeal, 2014, p. 259 provided to blind people in France and would then correspond to the financial circumstances of Algeria.
After 1952 additional reasons were mentioned to give considerably lower pensions to blind people compared to pensions in metropolitan France, such as the fact that the pensions given were above the average salary of rural populations of North Africa, that the gap between the pensions of blind people and the pensions of the physically disabled was too wide, and that it was consequently better to increase the disability pensions of the latter 63 .
Equal treatment for all categories of disability (blind people, the physically disabled, deaf people, etc.) was therefore put forward to counter the principle of equal treatment between blind people in metropolitan France and in Algeria.
3. The Belated Acquisition of New Economic and Professional Rights.
Thanks to an intense mobilisation, the FAAN managed to obtain a partial transposition repealed the provisions of the decree of 1 July 1942 that forbade blind people to hold teaching positions in public educational institutions. Disability and blindness card holders were also entitled to the same reserved seats in the train and in public transportation as the war-disabled.
Algeria covered 60% of expenses, counties had to finance 30% and municipalities paid the remaining 10%. In the implementing decree, in view of limiting expenses, the General Government reduced the number of beneficiaries of this measure by giving allowances only to blind French civilians aged over 12 with low incomes and excluding blind people who already received a pension (war-disabled or work-disabled).
The conditions and time scales for the issuance of disability and blindness cards and the payment of pensions differed from one county to another. The county of Algiers was slow to process applications for disability and blindness cards, unlike the other two counties. In total, between 1950 and 1957 more than 9 000 disability and blindness cards were distributed in the three counties. This had an impact on the identification of blind people who were henceforth required to use these documents (and therefore this identification) to obtain pensions on a regular basis as well as other benefits (white canes, pensions, reserved seats in public transport). From the end of 1955, several thousand blind people regularly received pensions, with an effect retroactive to1953.
CONCLUSION :
At the beginning of the 20th century, the colonisation of the Algerian territory went hand in hand with changes in methods of assistance to the blind and in the attributes defining blindness. Actors travelled between metropolitan France and the Algerian colony and set up special schools, vocational training workshops and eye clinics, but the development of such institutions remained limited due to minimal investments. Blind French people living in Algeria were given priority for educational services, but this was not the case for eye clinics which primarily treated Muslims. Whereas the introduction of European practices gradually disrupted traditional modes of assistance to the blind (marabouts, oral teaching in Koranic schools, etc.), a majority of people kept using them throughout the colonial period. 
